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Abstract. We developed RFID woven textile and a customized textile inspec-
tion machine with an automatic map making function. These developments 
have potentials to extend location aware systems in real use. In this paper, we 
present a process of the development of RFID, the developed map-making  
system and an accuracy of the automatically made map and time saving effect. 
And we outlined two prototypes of human activity detection using RFID textile. 
One is a pilot application of a tracking system using 19-meter coated RFID  
textile as a carpet. A person’s tracking is detected by shoes that RFID readers 
were embedded. Another one is a pilot application of a human-activity tracking 
system using RFID textile wear. By wearing it, the predefined behaviour is de-
tected by embedded RFID readers in the environment. In section 6 conclusions 
and future works are discussed. 
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1   Introduction 

Recent technological advancement makes the physical and digital worlds interlinked 
and makes people, computers and environment seamlessly integrated in part of our 
daily life. Thus human interface dealing with medium between people and computer 
systems called context-aware technology is becoming important research area. Many 
researches dealing with context-aware environments have concentrated on supporting 
people at work as well as at home. [1][2] One example of a promising technology  
for supporting interlinking physical and digital world is Radio Frequency Identifica-
tion (RFID), which is an electronic tagging technology that allows the detection and 
tracking of tags, and consequently the objects they are affixed to. Conventional  
applications using RFID tags are frequently seen in the supply chain world for RFID 
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attached object tracking.[3] The ability to do remote detection and tracking coupled 
with the low cost of passive tags has led to the widespread adoption of RFID in the 
field. On the other hand, massively distributed RFID tags are used to support the 
navigation of mobile devices, robot manipulation and tracking of a person.[4][5][6] . 

These applications use RFID tags as position detection method by correlating 
physical coordinates with RF-IDs as a mapping table. By massively distributing RFID 
tags, each RFID tag acts as a position sensor in a way, which reacts depending on the 
position of a reader and responds to its unique ID. Though the method has high poten-
tial, the conventional method tends to need time and cost when to implement system 
into physical space. First of all, it is necessary to implement RFID tags. Secondly it is 
necessary to make a map integrating RFID tag ID and physical coordinates.  
Also conventional RFID based infrastructure is static so that once the RFID based 
environment is deployed, it is difficult to move. To solve these problems, authors  
developed RFID tag woven textile. Also authors developed a map-making system 
which automatically generates a map under the manufacturing process. RFID textile 
is flexible and light-weight position detection material which can be applied to RFID-
carpet, curtain, cloth, chair or any other products using textile.  

This paper is organized as follows. Related works are discussed in section 2. In 
section 3, we present the process of the development of RFID textile and in section 4 
we present a developed map-making system and an accuracy of the automatically 
made map and time saving effect. In section 5, we outlined two prototypes of human 
activity detection using RFID textile. One is a pilot application of a tracking system 
using 19-meter coated RFID textile as a carpet. A person’s tracking is detected by 
shoes that RFID readers were embedded. Another one is a pilot application of a hu-
man-activity tracking system using RFID textile wear. By wearing it, the predefined 
behaviour is detected by embedded RFID readers in the environment. In section 6 
conclusions and future works are discussed. 

2   Related Works 

One of the authors developed RFID embedded outdoor space called PATIO.[4] 1,349 
RFID active tags were embedded in the 1,700m2 floor space for position detection. 
These tags were arranged 2D lattice with 1.2 meter spacing. By having developed 
PATIO, compelling issues arose for achieving the practical use of position detection 
using RFID technology. These were those of dealing with replacing batteries of the 
Active RFID tags, the cost of the installation and maintenance of the larger tag area. 
Besides, once the RFID tag environment was deployed, it is difficult to reconstruct or 
move it to another space.  

By implementing RFID textile system, authors reduce implementing time and cost 
as well as increase flexibility of the system. In addition, RFID textile is applied as 
material of many products. Willis et al. introduced an architecture and design using 
passive RFID information grid for location and proximity sensing for the blind user.[6] 
They were positive about using passive RFID tag for location detection from the  
perspective of maintenance and cost. Even though they presented the possibility of 
implementation of RFID tags as information grid both indoor and outdoor areas, their 
approach was not brought to realization. So the feasibility test of location detection 
was performed in comparatively small area. Bohn et al. also presented a potential of 
super-distributed RFID tag infrastructure over large areas or object surfaces.[7]  
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Their main contribution of the paper was the advocate of distribution schemas such 
as the density and structure of tag distributions and tag typing and clustering. They 
demonstrated the feasibility and versatility of their research by making prototype of a 
location –aware autonomous vacuum cleaner in small area. At this moment, we made 
1.0m x 19.0m RFID textile which was performed as location detection carpet and 
were positive about making larger areas. Vorwerk, a German company, manufactured 
carpets sewn RFID tags for the intelligent navigation of service robots.[8] They  
demonstrated a navigation of a cleaning robot. They were the first commercial com-
pany advocating the possibility of RFID location detection method down to earth. 
However, sewing RFID tags on the carpet was expensive comparing to weaving if it 
becomes mass production.  

Also the RFID textile could be adapted to many products other than carpets. But 
the Vorwerk system was targeted only to the carpet’s infrastructure. Though no appli-
cations adapting RFID textile is not known, many researches dealing with detection of 
human activity by deploying RFID technology were advocated. iGlove and iBracelet 
were wearable RFID system for detecting human activity. [9] These wearable system 
deployed RFID reader system into wearable product such as a glove or a bracelet.  

The system inferred people’s actions from their effect on the environment such as 
objects with which they interact. Sixthsense was a human activity detection system 
under enterprise environment.[2] The interaction of a person and an object was  
detected by tagging office supplies and a person. These two researches challenged  
to detect human-activity by tagging a person and an object. The goal of our system is 
to make wearable RFID tag system as a normal cloth and embed RFID reader system 
in the environment. This may realize more unobtrusive human activity sensing system 
as well as have redundancy of the detection system since there are multiple RFID tags 
covered in a body.  

Though there were many discussions about the effectiveness of massively distrib-
uted RFID tags for location detection, there were few discussions about map make 
efficiency. To correlate physical coordinates with RF-IDs as a mapping table is  
important as a basis of the system. Bohn et al. presented a prototype system for col-
laborative map making using mobile vehicles. [7] Multiple mobile vehicles move 
around the tag space starting from a known position, each vehicle chooses a random 
path through the area and thereby keeps track of the tags encountered and the relative 
inter-tag distances. The separate tag observations are subsequently merged by means 
of an efficient least-square coordinate transformation algorithm. Our map make sys-
tem is a customized textile inspection machine. So the map make procedure is very 
different from it. Our proposing system automatically correlates RF-ID and physical  
coordinates under the ordinal manufacturing process. Thus it is possible to save time 
for running the location aware system immediately at the site.  

3   RFID Textile Development 

The goal of this development of RFID textile is to make automatic RFID textile 
manufacturing system with no RFID damage while weaving as well as doing after-
treatment such as dying and coating. If the goal is accomplished, RFID textile could 
become commercial production for interior or apparel material. 
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Fig. 1. Prototype shirt (left) and vinyl covered textile carpet (right) 

First of all, we used commercial RFID tags for making the textile by manually  
interlacing tags with polyester thread. We made two prototype rolls of RFID textile 
by inserting rows of 6 horizontal 5.3cm(width) x 0.35cm (height) tags every 10cm 
pitch with the size of 120cm(width) x 150cm(height). And two 1.0m x 30.0m RFID 
textile by inserting rows of 6 horizontal 5.3cm(width) x 0.35cm (height) tags every 
10cm pitch were made. 

Then authors made a sample RFID shirt to evaluate the probability of apparel use. 
No damaged tags are found while cutting, sewing and steam ironing and a carpet by 
sticking the textile on vinyl carpet. (figure 1)   

However manual manufacturing is clearly unfit for mass-production. At least one 
person has to stick to the woven machine to insert tags every setting pitch. 

For enabling automatic manufacturing, we developed a method for automatic weav-
ing with RFID tag yarn. 1.0m x19.0m RFID textile woven RFID tag every 10.0cm 
both horizontally and vertically were prototypically manufactured at this moment.  

4   RFID Map Making System Development 

The goal of the system is to make automatic ID map making system during the proc-
ess of manufacturing the textile. This allows users to apply RFID based positioning 
system more casually since it saves large amount of time for integrating global posi-
tion data and RF-ID. We focused on the ordinal textile inspecting process which is 
done at the very end of shipping. Usual inspection purpose is to check if there are any 
damages or weaving irregularities on the surface of textiles and length and width is 
consistent by both automatically rolling textile and measuring length by digital length 
measuring machine as well as being inspected visually within the area of a flat board. 
If RFID readers are mounted horizontally in the board region, it is possible to read a 
unique ID of each RFID tag-arranged yarn woven into the textile while inspection. 
We invented an inspection system along with automatic map-making system by  
developing 20 multi-scan 4.0mm (width) x 6.0mm (height) size antennas mounted on 
a custom made inspecting machine. (figure 3)  
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As figure 2 shows, the 20 antennas read within small area of each region and the 
reader transmits tag IDs and antennas’ numbers consecutively every 250 msec.  
Besides the digital length measuring machine transfers a present y position of the tex-
tile by counting the number of rotations of a roller. Then the computer system records 
the first and the last distance of each RFID tag and calculates centre y position. (fig-
ure 2 right) X position is automatically calculated from an antenna’s number as it is a 
fixed mounted position. The 19 m automatically woven RFID textile is inspected.  
(10 antennas every 10 cm pitch) The speed of rolling textile is 0.5m/min which means 
that mapping data (RFID tag ID and two-dimensional position) is automatically calcu-
lated and saved within 40 minutes.  

Whereas manual work for making a mapping data of the same RFID textile took 22 
hours by one person. Reading RF-IDs took two hours, measuring position by hand 
took 16 hours and making one mapping data file by organizing tag IDs and position 
data took two hours. Definitely the map making system saves much time for making a 
mapping data.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Map-Making System Diagram (left) and vertical position calculation diagram (right) 

 

Fig. 3. Map-Making System 
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Table 1. Error ratio of measured by a map making system and measured by hand 
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For evaluating the accuracy of the calculated position of map making system, we 
compared the positions manually recorded (HAND) and the positions automatically 
calculated by the map making system (MAP). Horizontal position of 50 RFID tags in 
one line is evaluated. The length is about 4.8m. Table 1 shows error ratio calculated 
from each HAND value divided by each MAP value. There were five errors out of 50 
tags. The position of 45 read tags were correctly measured 

5   Human Activity Detection Applications 

As for a practical application using RFID textile, authors present two types of posi-
tion-based applications. First we apply RFID textile to a carpet and two readers  
are embedded on Japanese traditional shoes called ‘Geta’ so as to track a person’s 
movement. Second, we apply RFID textile to a shirt and physical movement are  
detected by readers embedded in the environment.  

5.1   Tracking on a Carpet 

System outline of the tracking on a carpet and prototype shoes are shown in figure 4. 
The RFID textile carpet size is 1.0m x 19.0 m. The pitch of RFID tags are every 
100mm horizontally and every 100 mm vertically. RFID reader system is embedded 
on the bottom of left and right shoes. RFID reader is connected wirelessly to a server 
PC via Bluetooth ver 2.0 and transfers RFID tag ID by the request of the server  
PC consecutively. The average communication time between the server PC and the 
RFID reader to receive one RFID tag ID is 105msec (SD9.0msec) during 20000  
trials. Coated RFID textile is shown in figure 5 left and tracking view is shown in 
figure 5 right.  

The small scale of testbed were performed for evaluation of accuracy of position. 
The carpet size is 1.0m x 3.0m and tracking data of a left foot is recorded. Fig 6 
shows a tracking of five straight steps. White line in the figure shows a tracking of 
1.82m straight walking. The numbers on the line show the total number of times and 
locations RFID tags were detected. The reason that the tag detected numbers are more 
than the total number of walking steps is because the antenna consecutively calls  
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Fig. 4. System outline of a human-tracking system on a carpet and prototype shoes 

 

Fig. 5. A person walking on a RFID carpet (left) and tracking view (right) 

 

                  Fig. 6. 5 straight steps                             Fig. 7. 10 straight and random steps 

nearest tags so that any tags within accessible area is read even if the antenna is not 
touched on the carpet. However reading frequency is randomly occurred which means 
that it’s necessary to fill the missing tracks by simulating the distance and direction. 
Fig 7 shows another tracking’s trials of 10 straight and random steps.    
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Fig. 8. RFID textile shirt (left) and behavior logging environment (right) 

5.2   Behavior Logging 

System outline of a behavior tracking is shown in fig 8. A RFID textile shirt (Fig.8. 
left) has 55 tags. Tags are categorized as each body part. Prototypically, we catego-
rized seven parts of the body. (left upper arm, left arm, right upper arm, right arm, 
front left, front right and back) If a wearer touches one of the readers while his/her 
activity, the reader detects one of the tags in the wear, which automatically determines 
which body part is touched. We tested one antenna embedded in a desk surface 
around a computer mouse area. We assume this system unobtrusively makes a behav-
ior logging to detect who, where, when, what. Further experiments are necessary for 
further discussions. 

6   Conclusions and Future Works 

We presented RFID textile and a map making system we have developed. These were 
effective for making location aware systems in real use because RFID textile was pos-
sible to cover large space at once. Also, by automatically making a mapping table 
under the process of manufacturing textile, the location aware system was able to 
work immediately after the textile was set. These characteristics will save much cost 
and time for the installation. We found the map making system skipped reading RF-
ID while testing. Achieving 100 % RF-ID read and increasing inspection speed are 
our next challenge. We also presented two prototypical location based applications. 
The basic function worked well for both applications. But there were some missing of 
RF-ID while walking when the shoe was in dead area of the beacon. We will perform 
further experiment to evaluate the error rate of it and challenge to decrease the error 
rate. As for RFID textile wear, the novel human activity tracking method is expected. 
We will continue to set up an experimental space in a laboratory room for logging an 
ordinary activity.  
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